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1. Introduction

S32G is a family of high-performance vehicle network processors targeting automotive applications for gateways, domain and safety controllers and high compute.

The DDR SubSystem inside the chip offers a set of functionalities which can be applied during low power mode for saving power.

The DDR SubSystem (controller, PHY and IOs) supports power saving feature called DDR IO retention which:

- Stops DDR transactions
- Configures DRAM in self-refresh
- Configures DDR Subsystem in IO retention

This application note summarizes the DDR SubSystem power states, the entry-exit sequence implementation of the DDR self-refresh and DDR IO retention modes. This mode can be used for optimal realization of DDR Subsystem power-saving and ensuring DRAM content retention in device Standby mode.
2. **S32Gx DDR IO power state**

The DDR IO retention mode is a non-operational low power mode, where entry allows for DRAM contents to be maintained through SOC Standby mode. During DDR IO retention mode, the DDR SubSystem state:

- The DDR PHY enters in internal deep sleep state which is the lowest implemented power state of the DDR PHY
- The DRAM memory should be put into self-refresh
- The VDD and VDD_DDR0 power supply rails (among other) are powered down in this state
- The state of the CKE and MEMRESET pins will be preserved with their last values when VDD is shut off. VDD_IO_DDR0 must remain asserted for the DDR pins to retain their state.

**NOTE**

- For device power specifications, refer to device Data Sheet.
- For Standby mode implications, refer to device Reference Manual and Application Note “AN12952”.

3. **S32Gx DDR IO retention flow**

The DDR IO retention mode flow chart mentions several preconditions for configuring DDR PLL and also refers to some DDR modes which are described as follows –

User has to configure operating DRAM frequency in DDR PLL during initialization at Power-on-Reset phase and cannot be changed during Standby entry/exit time with DDR in IO retention mode.

**DDR IO retention flow:**

The above flow diagram dictates about some modes, refer to the below explanation about different modes:

- **Normal mode** – In this mode the DDR SubSystem module is functional after initialization and calibrations for read/write data from DRAM.
- **Mission mode** – During mission mode enable, AXI ports are enabled to perform read/write transactions after DDR initialization and trainings.
- **Self-refresh mode** – When self-refresh is enabled, the DDR controller put the DRAM into self-refresh and controller does not send refresh commands to DRAM memory.
- **IO retention mode** – When the IO retention is enabled, the DDR PHY module keep the few DDR IO pins active and the CKE and MEMRESET preserved.
- **Standby mode** – This is the mode when the maximum power saving is entered.
4. DDR IO retention mode implementation

4.1. Pre-condition

- The DDR SubSystem should be initialized successfully with 1D/2D trainings operations after Power-on-Reset
- The Standby RAM must be initialized during normal operations before storing the trainings state
- The static DDR init code (DDR controller and PHY configurations) must be present in non-volatile memory (external flash) after standby exit as the Standby RAM has insufficient memory to store the complete DDR initialization code
- The trainings state must be saved into Standby RAM after DDR initialization after training and prior to the Standby mode entry.

4.2. Entry Procedure

1. Block AXI port from accepting transactions
   a. Set UMCTL2_MP.PCTRL_n[PORT_EN] to 0 to block AXI ports
   b. Poll for UMCTL2_MP.PSTAT[RD_PORT_BUSY_n] = 0 for idle AXI ports
2. Disable scrubber, if enabled
   a. Set UMCTL2_MP.SBRCTL[SCRUB_EN] to 0 to disable scrubber
   b. Poll for UMCTL2_MP.SBRSTAT[SCRUB_BUSY] = 0 for no outstanding read commands
3. Place DRAM in Self Refresh
   a. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[SELFREF_SW] to 1 to move to self-refresh
   b. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.STAT[SELFREF_TYP] (LPDDR4/DDR3L) and STAT[SELFREF_STATE] (LPDDR4 Only) = 2 for self-refresh entry
4. Transition DDR PHY into power saving mode
   a. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFIMISC to 0
   b. Set UMCTL2_REGS.SWCTL[SW_DONE] to 0
   c. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFIMISC[DFI_FREQUENCY] to 0x1F
   d. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFIMISC[DFI_INIT_START] to 1
   e. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.DFISTAT[DFI_INIT_COMPLETE] = 0
   f. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFIMISC[DFI_FREQUENCY] to 0x1F
   g. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFIMISC[DFI_INIT_START] to 0
   h. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.DFISTAT[DFI_INIT_COMPLETE] = 1
   i. Set UMCTL2_REGS.SWCTL[SW_DONE] to 1
   j. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.SWSTAT[SW_DONE] = 1
5. Enable IO retention mode holding current state on CKE and MEMRESET
   a. Set DDR_GPR.DDR_RET_CONTROL[DDR_RET_CONTROL] to 0
   b. Set DDR_GPR.DDR_CONFIG_0[MEMORY_RET] to 1
6. Put the whole device in Standby mode by turning off the Core VDD. The VDD_DDR0 and the VDD_IO_DDR0 must remain active during Standby mode.

**NOTE**

The complete IO retention mode entry procedure is also provided in the DDR Tool generated DDR initialization code as a function/routine “ddrss_to_io_retention_mode(void)” in “ddr_lp.c” that can be used by user directly. The routine covers Entry Procedure step #1 to step #5.

4.3. **Exit procedure**

The device is kept in Standby mode until a wake-up event occurs. A wake-up event the device has to prepare Standby exit and restore Core VDD. The VDD_DDR0 and VDD_IO_DDR0 supplies were remain active in order to keep the DRAM memory in self-refresh mode.

Resets during IO retention mode will lead to the exit of this mode and a reset of the PHY.

1. Set DDR_GPR.DDR_RET_CONTROL[DDR_RET_CONTROL] = 1
2. Restore DDR controller configurations
   a. Load controller registers, refer to **Configuration Routines**
   b. Set UMCTL2_REGS.INIT0[SKIP_DRAM_INIT] to 3 to skip the DRAM init routine
   c. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[SELFREF_SW] to 1 to maintain self-refresh
   d. Set DDR SS Register REG_GRP0[AXI_PARITY_EN] and
      REG_GRP0[AXI_PARITY_TYPE] to desired parity setting
   e. Set DDR SS Register REG_GRP0[DFI1_ENABLED] to 1 (LPDDR4 Only)
   f. Set MC_RGM Register RGM_PRST_0[PERIPH_3_RST] to deassert reset to controller
      and AXI ports
   g. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DBG1 = 0
   h. Set UMCTL2_REGS.RFSHCTL3[DIS_AUTO_REFRESH] to 1
   i. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[POWERDOWN_EN] to 0
   j. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[SELFREF_EN] to 0
   k. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[EN_DFI_DRAM_CLK_DISABLE] to 0
   l. Set UMCTL2_REGS.SWCTL[SW_DONE] to 0
   m. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.SWSTAT[SW_DONE_ACK] = 0
   n. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFIMISC[DFI_INIT_COMPLETE_EN] to 0
   o. Set UMCTL2_REGS.SWCTL[SW_DONE] to 1
   p. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.SWSTAT[SW_DONE_ACK] = 1
3. Restore DDR PHY configurations
   a. Reload the PHY configurations, refer to **Configuration Routines** steps 2, 3, 4 and 5
   b. Initialize DDR PHY to mission mode
      i. Set UMCTL2_REGS.SWCTL[SW_DONE] to 0
      ii. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.SWSTAT[SW_DONE_ACT] = 0
      iii. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFIMISC[DFI_INIT_STAT] to 1
      iv. Set UMCTL2_REGS.SWCTL[SW_DONE] to 1
v. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.SWSTAT[SW_DONE_ACK] = 1
vi. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.DFISTAT[DFI_INIT_COMPLETE] = 1
vii. Set UMCTL2_REGS.SWCTL[SW_DONE] to 0
viii. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.SWSTAT[SW_DONE_ACK] = 0
ix. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFI_INIT_START to 0
x. Set UMCTL2_REGS.DFIMISC[DFI_INIT_COMPLETE_EN] to 1
xi. Set UMCTL2_REGS.SWCTL[SW_DONE] = 1
xii. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.SWSTAT[SW_DONE_ACK] = 1

4. Exit DDR controller from self-refresh
   a. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[SELFREF_SW] to 0
   b. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.STAT[SELFREF_TYPE] = 0
   c. Poll UMCTL2_REGS.STAT[OPERATING_MODE] = 1
   d. Set UMCTL2_REGS.RFSHCTL3[DIS_AUTO_REFRESH] to 0
   e. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[POWERDOWN_EN] to 1
   f. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[SELFREF_EN] to 1
   g. Set UMCTL2_REGS.PWRCTL[EN_DFI_DRAM_CLK_DISABLE] to 1

5. Allow AXI ports to accept transactions
   a. Set UMCTL2_MP.PCTRL_n(PORT_EN) to 1 to block AXI ports

NOTE

The complete IO retention mode exit procedure is also provided in the DDR Tool generated DDR initialization code as a function/routine “ddrss_to_normal_mode(uintptr_t csr_array)” in “ddr_lp.c” that can be used by user directly. The routine covers Exit Procedure step #2 to step #5.

4.4. Configuration routines

There are many registers in DDR SubSystem that need to be configured in a sequence during initialization. These registers are configured in DDR Tool input parameters based on DRAM configurations and operating DDR frequency. The DDR init code is generated using DDR Tool firmware init test which can be used in user application.

The Configuration Routines in the DDR init code are described below:

1. Refer to DDR Tool generated code ddrc_init_cfg function in ddr_init routine
   /* DDR controller configurations */
   ddrc_init_cfg();
2. Refer to DDR Tool generated code routines dq_swap_cfg, phy_cfg and other PHY configurations
   /* Apply DQ swapping settings */
   load_register_cfg(config->dq_swap_cfg_size, config->dq_swap_cfg);
   /* Initializephy cfg module */
   load_register_cfg(config->phy_cfg_size, config->phy_cfg);
   /* Configure PLL optimal settings */
3. Refer to DDR Tool generated code to restore a saved trainings state from StandbyRAM
   /* Restore saved trainings state from StandbyRAM */
   load_csr();
4. Refer to DDR Tool config pie_cfg
   /* Load pie image after training has executed */
   load_register_cfg(config-&gt;pie_cfg_size, config-&gt;pie_cfg);
5. Refer to DDR Tool generated code under routine “post_train_setup()” for CalBusy
   /*
   * CalBusy.0 = 1, indicates the calibrator is actively calibrating.
   * Wait Calibrating done.
   */
   do {
       tmp32 = readl(DDR_PHYA_MASTER0_CALBUSY);  
   } while ((tmp32 and 0x1) != 0);  
6. Refer to DDR Tool generated code to store trained state in StandbyRAM
   /* Saved trainings state in StandbyRAM before self-refresh entry*/
   store_csr();

5. Trainings state retention with DDR PHY registers

There are some DDR PHY registers which should be retained during IO retention mode for saving
trainings state to avoid 1D/2D trainings because if trainings are somehow triggered then the DRAM
contents will be lost. The registers values should be saved in StandbyRAM to retain during standby/low
power mode.

Please refer to the DDR Tool generated code array variable “csr_to_store[]” to retain the DDR PHY
registers offset which are given in the generated code “ddr_lp_csr.c”.

There are a total of 338 registers (32-bit) those need to be saved to keep 1D and 2D trainings state.
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